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Abstract
Crowdsourcing can be an organisational strategy to distribute work to Internet users and harness
innovation, information, capacities, and variety of business endeavours. As crowdsourcing is
different from other business strategies, organisations are often unsure as to how to best
structure different crowdsourcing activities and integrate them with other organisational
business processes. To manage this problem, we design a process model guiding how to
establish business process crowdsourcing. The model consists of seven components covering
the main activities of crowdsourcing processes, which are drawn from a knowledge base
incorporating diverse knowledge sources in the domain. The built model is evaluated using case
studies, suggesting the adequateness and utility of the model.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Organisations have been opening their boundaries to access external labour, knowledge,
expertise, and innovation for some time, including the use of open software, open innovation
and outsourcing. More recently, crowdsourcing, referring to the distribution of work to Internet
users via open calls, has emerged as a viable alternative (Howe 2006). By adopting
crowdsourcing, organisations can, for the first time, procure, assign and control work online
independently from geography, time, and location. Crowdsourcing can also tap into external
expertise and creativity. Such capability, combined with an elastic and round the clock
workforce, increases organisational agility and resilience. All in all, the virtually limitless
workforce makes crowdsourcing an attractive strategy to organisations (Gill et al. 2015; Rosen
2011; Saxton et al. 2013).
While bringing new business opportunities to organisations, crowdsourcing at the same time
changes the way organisations conceive and manage work. Through crowdsourcing, the
organisational boundaries become hard to identify since organisations may access an
unprecedented range of human resources from virtually everywhere (Tranquillini et al. 2015;
Vukovic and Bartolini 2010). Furthermore, crowdsourcing has changed the way organisations
design work structures. Different from traditional structures, which establish a stable and topdown hierarchy of responsibilities and remunerations, crowdsourcing promotes a dynamic,
loose and bottom-up structure where professional knowledge, decision making, problem
solving, and supervisory control can be assigned to unknown members of the crowd (Brabham
2013; Kittur et al. 2013). These changes properly reflect a new, perhaps more turbulent,
organisational business model fostered by the Internet era.
In this new business model, one important challenge is what the best way to establish a
crowdsourcing process is. We stress here the etymology of the word ‘process’, which refers to
a systematic and repeatable course of action to accomplish some deliberate results. Well-
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planned and dedicated processes are assumed not only to produce better crowdsourcing results,
but also to deploy the strategy faster on top of existing crowdsourcing platforms (Tranquillini
et al. 2015). In contrast, an ad hoc process affects organisations due to the need for re-planning
and the waste of organisational resources (Muhdi et al. 2011; Rouse 2010). Motivated by the
challenge, coupled with the increasing popularity of crowdsourcing as a business practice, this
paper aims at supporting organisations successfully establishing the crowdsourcing process.
Given the important role of the process view in crowdsourcing strategies, researchers have
already begun to investigate the crowdsourcing process. Although different studies have
already investigated several parts of the crowdsourcing process, most of them tend to focus on
its individual aspects (Geiger and Schader 2014; Man-Ching et al. 2011). We note in particular
that a large number of studies regard crowdsourcing as a one-off venture, instead of being one
among many business processes available to an organisation. This one-off view leads to
scattered, ad hoc practices, which are often difficult to reproduce, support and optimise.
Recently, some research efforts have focussed on integrating and harmonising concepts of
crowdsourcing processes (Amrollahi 2015; Hetmank 2013), yet further efforts are needed to
validate and empirically test these propositions before they can be used in practice. For this
reason, there is a current lack of a holistic crowdsourcing process model, which organisations
can rely upon to establish crowdsourcing processes. Against this gap, the key research question
addressed in this paper is stated as follows:
What is the best way to model the holistic crowdsourcing process, which identifies,
structures and relates its fundamental components in a systematic way?
This research will investigate crowdsourcing using a Business Process Management (BPM)
lens, essentially decomposing complex systems into a set of independent, yet coordinated,
activities (van der Aalst and Hee 2004). This lens allows us to analyse independently
crowdsourcing components and coordinate them into an integrated crowdsourcing process. We
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designate this particular view as Business Process Crowdsourcing (BPC), which was first
coined by La Vecchia and Cisternino (2010). Based on the BPC view, we then seek to identify
the salient activities of crowdsourcing processes and use them to build a process model that
supports the establishment of crowdsourcing as an organisational business process. Finally, we
evaluate the adequateness and utility of the proposed model by examining two case study
projects.
Balancing between building and evaluating, we adopt design science as the research paradigm
(Hevner and Chatterjee 2010; Hevner et al. 2004). Design science comprises two important
complementary activities: build and evaluate (Hevner and Chatterjee 2010). The build activity
focuses on developing artefacts to address the defined problem and to meet the identified
business needs. The evaluation activity then assesses the artefacts to form evidence for the
artefacts’ utility (Venable et al. 2012). Following the tenets of design science, we first build a
knowledge base using a scoping literature review. The model is designed using the raw
materials provided by the scoping review, offering a systematic comprehensive approach to
model construction. The evaluation is done using two case studies of crowdsourcing projects,
where the proposed model becomes an analytical lens investigating the collected data drawn
from multiple sources that include interviews with key members of the projects. As a result, the
case studies provide empirical evidence about utility and adequateness of the proposed model.
The expected contributions of the current study are threefold. First, the study provides holistic
understanding of the crowdsourcing process with the BPC concept (Geiger et al. 2011; ManChing et al. 2011). Second, we propose a model for BPC that identifies the critical components
that organisations should consider when integrating a crowdsourcing strategy. By adopting a
process-centred perspective, the model addresses the current lack of a way to organise business
processes based on crowdsourcing (Khazankin et al. 2012a; Satzger et al. 2011). Third, through
the case study approach, the study evaluates the adequateness and utility of the model in two
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crowdsourcing projects. The case studies provide empirical evidence that complements other
research efforts seeking to conceptualise the crowdsourcing process (Amrollahi 2015; Hetmank
2013; Thuan et al. 2014).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The next section discusses the related work,
providing an overview on crowdsourcing and defining the concept of BPC. We then present a
detailed development of the proposed model, starting with a scoping review to identify the main
activities of crowdsourcing processes. Subsequently, we describe the two case studies and
present results from using the model as an analytic lens. We finally discuss our findings and
conclude the study, including suggestion for future research directions.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Concept of Crowdsourcing
The concept of crowdsourcing has recently emerged when Howe (2006) introduced a process
utilising the crowd for fulfilling tasks through the Internet. Investigating this concept,
researchers proposed several underpinnings behind the emergence of crowdsourcing. By and
large, these underpinnings can be grouped into three categories: the wisdom of crowd, the
dominance of Web technology, and the organisational context.
First, it is now widely accepted that the crowd’s wisdom plays a significant role in
crowdsourcing (Saxton et al. 2013; Zhao and Zhu 2014). The ‘wisdom of crowds’ was explored
by Surowiecki (2004), who claimed that “under the right circumstances, groups are remarkably
intelligent, and are often smarter than the smartest people in them” (p. xiii). Malone et al. (2010)
have extended the underpinning by adding the idea of collective intelligence. Different from
the ‘wisdom of crowds’ that is based on the independence of individuals (Surowiecki 2004),
the idea of collective intelligence stresses the coordination of many individuals (Bonabeau
2009; Malone et al. 2010). This extension allows crowdsourcing to find solutions in not only
individual capability but also coordinated ways.
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The second category of underpinnings concerns Web-centric platforms, such as social media
and community sites, which have changed the roles of Internet users from passive receivers to
more active contributors (Brabham 2010). Brabham (2013) notes that Internet users seem keen
to contribute their ideas, knowledge, skills, and labour into these platforms. Such contributions
are as well valuable for crowdsourcing (Saxton et al. 2013). From an organisational perspective,
the Web empowers the open call, which allows reaching any given interested participants,
which is a distinctive characteristic of crowdsourcing (Doan et al. 2011; Schenk and Guittard
2011). With these characteristics, the Web provides a medium for organisations to approach a
large number of users who actively contribute to different work propositions.
The last underpinning comes from an organisational standpoint. We have already mentioned
that Web-centric platforms enable the crowd to contribute with fewer barriers, e.g. regarding
time and space. Therefore, the next question is whether organisations need such contributions.
In fact, they do. The needs for external agents to solve organisational problems have been
clearly presented in both outsourcing (Dibbern et al. 2004) and crowdsourcing literature
(Muntés-Mulero et al. 2013). By adopting crowdsourcing, organisations may get benefits
similar to outsourcing, such as cost savings and access to outside capabilities (Rouse 2010;
Saxton et al. 2013), or even more, such as customer involvement and flexible, on-demand
labour.
Given the aforementioned discussion, a combination of the crowd, Web technology, combined
with organisational demands, can explain the emergence of crowdsourcing. However, it seems
the demands of organisations for crowdsourcing have recently changed. Previously,
organisations used crowdsourcing mainly for simple one-off tasks (Zhao and Zhu 2014).
Recently, they have started to adopt crowdsourcing for more complex organisational processes,
such as product development and industrial processes (Djelassi and Decoopman 2013; Muntés-
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Mulero et al. 2013). This leads to the need for clear conceptualisation of business process
crowdsourcing.
2.2 Crowdsourcing Process and Business Process Crowdsourcing
A crowdsourcing process structures a set of activities necessary to operationalise a
crowdsourcing project. Understanding the crowdsourcing process allows us to understand its
activities, and thus possibly produce better crowdsourcing results (Tranquillini et al. 2015).
Consequently, this process view has attracted some attention from researchers. By and large,
research on crowdsourcing processes can be classified into two views: high and low level of
granularity. With high granularity, a few studies adopt a holistic conceptualisation about the
crowdsourcing phenomenon. Trying to paint an overall picture of the crowdsourcing process
(Muhdi et al. 2011; Stol and Fitzgerald 2014), they tend to focus more on high level concepts,
and thus face significant gaps explaining what is the best way to effectively establish the
crowdsourcing process.
In the other view, a larger number of studies tend to investigate only specific parts of a
crowdsourcing process. The ad hoc nature of these studies has been recently highlighted in the
literature (Geiger and Schader 2014; Man-Ching et al. 2011; Zhao and Zhu 2014). The issue is
not about their usefulness due to lack of repeatability, but instead there is no collective
cohesiveness. As a result, there is little scaffolding of the studies’ outcomes towards a
structured, holistic framework. That is, this group of studies have suggested scattered sets of
practices, which challenges organisations when trying to establish their crowdsourcing
processes. As a result, the domain is still lacking “a comprehensive guideline through which
practitioners can initiate and manage their crowdsourcing projects” (Amrollahi 2015, p. 2).
In our research, we attempt to reconcile the two views by providing a more integrated picture
of the crowdsourcing process. More precisely, we describe this integration as Business Process
Crowdsourcing (BPC). The term BPC was coined by La Vecchia and Cisternino (2010), and
further discussed by Thuan at al. (2014) as a way to establish organisational business processes
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based on crowdsourcing. Etymologically, BPC combines the phrase business process with the
word crowdsourcing. This paper elevates the business process construct to be equally important
to the crowdsourcing construct. According to Aalst and Hee (2004), a business process is
defined as a collection of individual activities and a workflow coordinating them. It aims to
achieve a particular goal with both effectiveness and efficiency. A business process is purely
conceptual, yet it serves as a template for creating multiple, real life instances of the same
process, which organisations may create repeatedly and concurrently. Given that, we define
BPC as a set of activities completed by crowdsourcing entities, in conjunction with a
coordination of these activities, that collectively form the entire business process.
Our thesis is that BPC proposes an integrated approach for organisations to establish
crowdsourcing processes both systematically and efficiently. More precisely, the BPC
perspective allows analysing both individual aspects of crowdsourcing and coordinating them
into an organisational workflow (La Vecchia and Cisternino 2010; Lüttgens et al. 2014).
Furthermore, BPC also allows to standardise crowdsourcing processes. Process standardisation
can only be achieved by comprehending all related activities and their relationships. BPC that
relies on both the individual and coordinated views provides a unique position for this
comprehension. In that sense, BPC is expected to establish crowdsourcing as a repeatable
organisational practice, and move crowdsourcing process to a more well-defined status.
Given this central role, there are many calls for further studying BPC, especially how to
conceptualise it. Vukovic et al. (2010) was among the earliest researchers that asked “how does
crowdsourcing become an extension of the existing business process” (p. 7). Khazankin et al.
(2012a) echo the question and complained about “the lack of an integrated way to execute
business processes based on a crowdsourcing [platform]” (p. 1). Similarly, Lüttgens et al.
(2014) have recently emphasised the need to build a dedicated process for crowdsourcing. The
need of BPC can also be implied from the fact that organisations have utilised crowdsourcing
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for some of their core, complex processes (Djelassi and Decoopman 2013; Muntés-Mulero et
al. 2013), which should be necessarily linked with other internal business processes.
Addressing these calls, we now move onto the BPC focus with a process model. Only a few
models/frameworks of crowdsourcing processes have been proposed in the field, but they focus
more on technical aspects of crowdsourcing systems rather than the business processes operated
on these systems (Hetmank 2013). Furthermore, most of the models proposed so far have not
yet been empirically evaluated (Amrollahi 2015). Taking that into consideration, this study
aims to propose and evaluate a process model establishing BPC.

3 A BPC PROCESS MODEL
The current study follows the design science paradigm to build and evaluate a process model
for BPC (Hevner and Chatterjee 2010; Hevner et al. 2004). Laying out the foundations for this
type of research, Hevner et al. (2004) suggest that research should be based on a sound
knowledge base, which can be drawn from three sources: scientific theories, existing artefacts,
and experiences and expertise. Yet, crowdsourcing is an emerging field lacking a strong
theoretical background (Zhao and Zhu 2014), which makes it difficult, if not impossible at this
stage, to rely on the first source. Given that, the study must rely on the other sources of
knowledge. Adopting a design science method grounding existing artefacts and experience and
expertise (Thuan et al. 2015), the study begins with an inventory of existing artefacts and
experience and expertise in the crowdsourcing field. For this purpose, we adopt a scoping
method to extract domain knowledge from the existing crowdsourcing literature. We then
synthesise the process model from the extracted domain knowledge.
3.1 Scoping Knowledge Sources
Adopting a scoping review that enables a comprehensive view on the literature of a certain topic
(Paré et al. 2015), we analysed the crowdsourcing literature to identify the main components of
the crowdsourcing process. The detailed steps are described in our conference paper, and
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interested readers are directed to (Thuan et al. 2014). We summarise, here, its main outcomes.
The scoping review started by systematically searching sources related to crowdsourcing from
popular online bibliographic databases. We filtered out the irrelevant sources and sharpened the
pool into 536 sources. The next step involved content analysis to identify relevant components
of the crowdsourcing process, and to eliminate sources not contributing with at least one
component. As a result, we ended up working with 238 reviewed sources.
The reviewed sources were then analysed to identify the main components of crowdsourcing
processes. In particular, we employed an analytical process based on coding (Miles et al. 2014).
We started with an abstract level of analysis, centred on three high-level activities: decision to
crowdsource, design, and configuration. We then extracted, coded and analysed the main
components and detailed features of crowdsourcing processes. Coding was done iteratively,
which required extracting, comparing, and merging data multiple times. The detailed coding
process can be found in (Thuan et al. 2014).
3.2 Main Stages and Activities of Crowdsourcing Processes
The end result of the analysis revealed a diversity of sub-activities and associated features,
which were then aggregated into a set of logical components. We found more than 20
components, and identified the number of sources supporting each component. The ‘wisdom of
researchers’ suggests taking into consideration the number of supporting sources to indicate the
important components. When applying the ‘wisdom of researchers’, we chose a cut-off value
where components with less number of supporting sources are filtered out. This choice faced a
trade-off. If the cut-off value was low, many components would be selected and the model
would become too complex, which is undesirable for a conceptual model (Jonker and Pennink
2010). In contrast, if the value was high, only a few components would be selected, which
reduces the representation level of the model. Testing several values, we finally chose 10 as the
cut-off value that balances the aforementioned trade-off. Consequently, we eliminated from the
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list components with less than 10 supporting sources. The final list is shown in Table 1. Details
of these components are clarified in the next sections.
Components

No. of supporting sources (n>10)

Quality control
Incentive mechanism
Crowd management
Task design
Results aggregation
Workflow design
Capability & characteristics of crowdsourcing
Task assignment
Output
Platform
Technical configuration
Circumstance to crowdsource & decision factors

42
37
32
29
26
25
23
21
17
16
16
16

Table 1: Main components of business process crowdsourcing

3.3 BPC Model Construction
Further analysis of the components identified in the previous sections lead us to construct the
process model. We followed guidance from Webster and Watson (2002) for building
conceptual models from extant literature. Once again, the three high-level activities, i.e. the
decision to crowdsource, design, and configuration, were used. More precisely, the components
listed in Table 1 were each allocated to one of the high-level activities. The allocations on the
decision to crowdsource and configuration were straightforward, because they exhibit strong
conceptual links. For instance, components ‘circumstance to crowdsource and decision factors’
and ‘characteristics of crowdsourcing’ are logically linked to the decision to crowdsource
(Thuan et al. 2016). ‘Technical configuration’ is also clearly linked to the configuration activity.
However, allocations to the design activity were more difficult since the links extracted from
the reviewed sources are more diffuse and cover very different concerns. To help logically
organise these components, we classified them into ‘what’ and ‘how’ categories, where the
former focuses on identifying what work has to be done, and the latter focuses on how work is
expected to be done. The ‘task design’ and ‘workflow design’ components are related to the
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‘what’ category, while the remaining components, including ‘crowd management’, ‘quality
control’ and ‘incentive mechanism’ relate to the ‘how’ category. In particular, crowd
management includes profiling the members of the crowd, which, for instance, includes how to
approach and manage the expected crowd; quality control includes mechanisms to control the
quality; and the incentive mechanism concerns a decision on how to reward the crowd workers.
Using the classification described above, we allocated the ‘what’ components before the ‘how’
components, drawing from the conceptualisation of the outsourcing process described by
Dibber et al. (2004). These components were further expanded to comprise the activities that
organisations go through as they progress through their crowdsourcing processes. This is
depicted in Figure 1 as the BPC process model.
1. Decision to
crowdsource
- Decision factors
(including capability of
crowdsourcing)

2A. Task design
-Task description
(property definition)

2E. Incentive mechanism
- Intrinsic motivation
- Extrinsic motivation

2B. Workflow design
- Tasks decomposition
- Results aggregation

2D. Quality control
- Design-time
- Run-time

Input
Stage 1: Decision to
crowdsource

2C. Crowd management
- Profiling the crowd
- Task assignment
Stage 2: Design

3. Technical
configuration
- Platform

Output
Stage 3:
Configuration

Figure 1: Process model of business process crowdsourcing

3.4 BPC Model Description
We now describe the process model in more detail. As seen in Figure 1, the model adopts the
input-process-output (Pedersen et al. 2013) and stage-gate configurations (Cooper 2008) that
are typical of process models. More precisely, the model consists of seven components
structured into three stages, which are described as follows.
Decision to crowdsource. The crowdsourcing process is triggered by an opportunity to
crowdsource a piece of work, which starts with a decision to crowdsource (Muhdi et al. 2011;
Wexler 2011). This component initially conceptualises the crowdsourcing strategy in order to
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“decide whether the crowdsourcing approach is appropriate to solve their internal
problem/problems [tasks]” (Muhdi et al. 2011, p. 322). The component is a logical antecedent
to any crowdsourcing project, similar to the ‘make or buy’ decision in outsourcing projects
(Dibbern et al. 2004). By making it explicit in the model, we signal that the decision to
crowdsource should be founded on a logical assessment of the project adequacy.
To make a logical decision to crowdsource, organisations need to evaluate several contingency
factors. Thuan et al. (2016) have identified several factors influencing the decision to
crowdsource. Analysing 50 papers related to the decision, these authors suggest nine
influencing factors, which have been structured into a comprehensive decisional framework
considering the task, people, management, and environment. That study also derives a set of
actionable guidelines for logically making the decision, which are completely applicable to our
model. Due to the limited space, we do not describe them here and point readers to the
abovementioned reference.
Design. After the decision to crowdsource has been made, the stage 2 covers a set of design
activities necessary to operationalise the decision. It includes five components: task design,
workflow design, crowd management, quality control, and incentive mechanism. Task design
component transforms the conceptual ideas about the crowdsourcing tasks into concrete task
descriptions (model component 2A). Most of the reviewed sources suggest clearly defining
what tasks are crowdsourced (Malone et al. 2010; Rosen 2011). The aim of this component is
to designate a complete task description that can be given to the potential crowd members who
may perform the tasks. To define these tasks, the task properties like significance, autonomy,
variety, etc. suggested by Tokarchuk et al. (2012) should be taken into account.
The next component concerns the workflow design. This involves task decomposition and
results aggregation (model component 2B). Task decomposition divides the tasks into a set of
smaller tasks. This activity has been suggested by several researchers to increase the potential
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number of workers interested in participating in the open call (Afuah and Tucci 2012; Kulkarni
et al. 2012). A counterpart to task decomposition is results aggregation. Results aggregation
describes how the outputs from the smaller tasks will be put together so that the objectives of
the overall task may be fulfilled (Geiger et al. 2011). The results aggregation largely depends
on task decomposition, as the function of the former is to reverse the results of the latter. Kittur
et al. (2013) explained this relationship that “facilitate[s] decomposing tasks into subtasks,
managing the dependencies between subtasks, and assembling the results” (p. 5).
Crowd management is a design component that refers to how organisations manage the crowd
members in order to accomplish the defined tasks (model component 2C). The reviewed sources
suggest two sub-components of crowd management: profiling the crowd (Allahbakhsh et al.
2012) and assigning tasks (Khazankin et al. 2012b). First, organisations analyse the required
capacity of crowd members for performing a task (Allahbakhsh et al. 2012; Kittur et al. 2013),
and use this evaluation to build member profiles. Based on these profiles, organisations can
determine an overall picture of the crowd and may impose constraints to crowd recruitment
(Chandler and Kapelner 2013; Stewart et al. 2010). Second, based on the crowd profiles, task
assignment can be executed. That is, tasks can be assigned to crowd members who have
appropriate profiles. Examples of existing task assignment mechanisms include the auctionbased mechanism (Satzger et al. 2011) and the scheduled mechanism (Khazankin et al. 2012b).
According to Table 1, quality control is the most frequently cited and thus should be regarded
as a critical component (model component 2D). One distinctive characteristic of crowdsourcing
is that tasks are performed by crowd members with very different backgrounds, skills and
expertise (Hirth et al. 2012). This sometimes leads to a number of low-quality contributions.
Thus quality control mechanisms are necessary to ensure the outputs meet the organisation’s
quality goals (Allahbakhsh et al. 2013; Ipeirotis et al. 2010). By and large, quality control
mechanisms can be classified into design-time and run-time (Allahbakhsh et al. 2013). At
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design-time, organisations can design tasks and workflows in a robust way to increase the
chances of receiving high-quality contributions (Eickhoff and De Vries 2013). At run-time,
organisations can consider several active quality control mechanisms like expert reviews, peer
reviews, gold standards, output agreements, and even majority voting (Allahbakhsh et al. 2013).
Crowdsourcing relies on voluntary members of the crowd to perform tasks. Thus, organisations
need incentive mechanisms to attract and engage these voluntary members in their open calls
(model component 2E). The reviewed sources suggest that incentive mechanisms should be
developed based on two main types of motivation: intrinsic and extrinsic. For extrinsic
motivation that focuses on workers’ external drives, most of the investigated sources have
examined the adoption of financial incentives (Kaufmann et al. 2011; Mason and Watts 2009).
Regarding intrinsic motivation that focuses on workers’ internal drives, a variety of factors have
been suggested by the extant literature, such as fun (Doan et al. 2011), meaningful tasks
(Chandler and Kapelner 2013), and love of the community (Kaufmann et al. 2011).
Configuration. The final stage focuses on how to configure a crowdsourcing process for
instantiation in computational systems. Since this activity mainly concerns an in-depth
technical view (e.g. adopting specific architectures, technical frameworks, and computational
platforms), the business perspective adopted by this study limits our considerations regarding
this component to considering available crowdsourcing platforms. Furthermore, we note that
several tools supporting the technical aspects of the configuration process have already been
proposed, including Turkit (Little et al. 2010), Crowdforge (Kittur et al. 2011), and
BPMN4Crowd (Tranquillini et al. 2015). We expect that, in the near future, tools may be able
to automatically transform a designed crowdsourcing process into an instantiation capable of
running on specific crowdsourcing platforms. As a result, we regard the main output of this
component as a configuration file containing a set of low-level details about the crowdsourcing
process, which should be supported by existing crowdsourcing tools and platforms.
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4 BPC MODEL EVALUATION WITH CASE STUDIES
After the construction of the process model as a design science artefact, we now have to evaluate
the proposed model. We decided to evaluate the model using case studies for three reasons.
First, case studies enable artefacts to be evaluated in their practical environments. Second, case
studies can be used to explore the complex nature of crowdsourcing by providing in-depth,
detailed explanations about their components and overall structure. Yin (2013b) states that “for
evaluations, the ability to address the complexity and contextual conditions nevertheless
establishes case study methods as a viable alternative among the other methodological choices”
(p. 322). Third, case studies are considered appropriate for evaluating design science artefacts,
as suggested by Gill et al. (2015) regarding the evaluation of a social architecture framework.
4.1 Approach
For the case study evaluation, we considered the model regarding to two metrics: adequateness
and utility. Adequateness is defined as ‘the degree to which the components and their
arrangement in the model align with the activities done in the studied crowdsourcing project’.
We define utility as the ‘usefulness of the model as perceived by the study participants’. Using
these two metrics, we collected, analysed and compared data from two crowdsourcing projects.
We followed the guidelines provided by Yin (2013a; 2013b) for conducting case study
evaluation research, including how to select cases, collect data, and analyse data.
4.2 Case Selection
The selection of crowdsourcing projects was based on comparability and access to source
material. First, we selected projects with a comparable team size, between 2 and 10 members.
This range is sufficiently large to include multiple project roles, which the model aims to
support, but not so large as to hold a diversity of settings that overshadow the evaluation
purposes. Second, we chose crowdsourcing projects where we had access to project participants
and other data sources. As a result, two crowdsourcing projects were selected: Crowd Tagging
(CT) and Logo Design Contest (LDC).
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The CT project was part of a bigger project aiming to uncover the impact of New Zealand
predators on biodiversity in urban areas. This CT plan involved the installation of motiontriggered cameras in 40 locations in New Zealand, which collected more than 65,000 pictures.
CT aimed at identifying the animals captured in these pictures. Because of the large number of
pictures that needed to be analysed, the project launched a website with an open call to help
tagging the pictures. Project development involved a team of three members: project manager,
web developer, and consultant. The call was live from June to December 2014. As a result, the
project attracted over 300 users. About half of them tagged more than 20 pictures each.
The other project LDC utilised the crowd for artistic design. A University in the Mekong delta,
Vietnam was founded in 2013 from what began as a tertiary education centre. As a result of this
transformation process, the University needed a new logo that would represent the spirit of the
University. To design the logo, the University adopted a crowdsourcing approach that opened
the logo design to designers from both inside and outside the University. It was in this spirit
that the LDC project was created. The project started in May 2013 and finished in December
2013, when the winning logo was officially adopted by the University. When the project was
launched, it received 68 logo designs from the crowd. Three of them were selected and declared
as the winning solutions: two were awarded for creative prizes and one was awarded for the
final winning solution, which is the current logo of the University.
4.3 Data Collection
We collected data from multiple sources, both primary and secondary. Secondary sources
included press releases, the open calls, meeting reports, and project websites, all of which
provided materials necessary to clarify key project activities. The activities and their
relationships were further detailed and validated in interviews. Across the two case studies, we
conducted three key informant interviews with project leaders and other participants, both faceto-face and through Skype. Due to the small size of the project teams, these interviewees had
to ‘wear many hats’ and therefore could provide insights into several perspectives of the
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crowdsourcing projects. Besides being interviewed about the activities performed in the
projects, the interviewees were asked to analyse a printed version of the model proposed in this
paper and were asked to make a judgment and produce comments about the usefulness of the
model. A summary of demographic information about the cases is presented in Table 2.
Number of project members
Project duration
Project purpose
Interviews
Roles of interviewees
Other data sources

Crowd Tagging
3
6 months
To tag pictures about
animals in New Zealand
1
- Project leader

Logo Design Contest
10
7 months
To design a logo for the
University
2
- Project leader
- Project coordinator
- Press and media
- Press and media
- Website, tutorial
- Internal documents
- Internal documents (e.g. (e.g. meeting reports,
example submissions)
example submissions)

Table 2: Demographic information

4.4 Empirical Analysis
To prepare data for analysis, we first arranged a full description of each case, including details
about the project, project team, and project activities. We then used the model proposed in this
paper to map the project activities into the model components, while critically analysing the
interviewees’ comments about the model. More precisely, this empirical analysis included the
two following activities.
Adequateness analysis: This analysis followed a pattern matching technique (Yin 2013a),
which looked for major similarities, patterns, and notable differences between the model and
the activities reported for each project. To begin, we examined each case description for phases
indicating the activities of crowdsourcing processes. We marked phases or sentences describing
the project activities, and matched them to the model components. Success to match suggested
a similarity, while failure to match suggested a potential difference. To maintain the
independence, matching was undertaken by the first author and checked by the other authors.
This process generated a list of tentative matching patterns. The matching patterns were then
cross-checked using the interviews and supplementary materials, which allowed us to refine the
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existing patterns and to identify additional patterns that emerged from the interviews. As a
result, the final list of matching patterns (both similarities and differences) was created,
allowing us to finally map the project activities in the model for comparing between them
(presented in Figures 2 and 3 below).
Utility analysis: We gathered judgements and comments from the interviewees regarding the
perceived utility of the model. During the interviews, we asked ‘what do you think about the
model components?’ The interviews were analysed using template analysis, a simple and wellknown procedure (King 2012). The analysis started with a few predefined codes related to
utility, including ‘usefulness’, ‘future use’ and ‘future improvement’, which were then applied
to the interview transcripts. We reviewed the transcripts and identified transcript snippets
relevant to our codes. During this process, some emerging codes were created to further capture
the judgements made by the interviewees. The codes were then aggregated and synthesised into
salient templates, which will be discussed in the results section.
4.5 Validity
Validity is critical factor in qualitative evaluation since it allows judging levels of accuracy and
strengthening knowledge claims that the research represents. Yin (2013a) shares similar views
on determining validity in case studies when considering construct validity, internal validity,
external validity, and reliability. He further suggests several useful techniques for establishing
validity. The current study was already applied the techniques, summarised in Table 3.
Construct validity
• Use multiple sources of evidence
• Case study reports reviewed by key
project members
Internal validity
• Insights from the crowdsourcing literature
• Pattern matching in data analysis
Table 3: Study validity
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External validity
• Use literal replications to choose
the cases
Reliability
• Use case study protocol
• Develop and maintain case a
study database

4.6 Case Study Results
The case study results are structured according to the two investigated metrics, adequateness
and perceived usefulness.
4.6.1 Adequateness of the Model

To report on model adequateness, we graphically represent the project activities of the two
cases using the model as a baseline. This highlights not only the similarities but also the
differences between our model and the investigated projects. Figures 2 and 3 summarise the
projects’ activities. Differences with the model are represented in italic; Sub-activities are
presented in smaller font size and marked with ‘+’.
1. Decision to
crowdsource
- Decision factors

+ Limited employee for
tasks
+ Wider community
+ Increase environmental
awareness

2A. Task design
- Task description
- Tutorials

2E. Incentive mechanism
- Instrinsic motivation

2B. Workflow design
- Tasks decomposition

2D. Quality control
- Run-time

+ Meaningfulness

+ Cluster of three pictures
+ Three pools of pictures

+ Expert evaluation
+ Asking confidence level

2C. Crowd management
(partly perform)
- Profiling the crowd

Input

3. Technical
configuration
- Build website

Output

+ Sign up

Figure 2: Activities of Crowd Tagging (CT)
1. Decision to
crowdsource
- Decision factors

2E. Incentive mechanism
- Extrinsic motivation

2A. Task design
- Task description

+ Monetary rewards
+ To-be-recognised

+ Outside experts
+ Diverse solutions

2B. Workflow design

2D. Quality control
- Run-time

- 4-step workflow

Input

- Results aggregation

+ Expert evaluation
+ Cheating detection

+ Voted by committees

2C. Crowd management
(partly perform)
- Profiling the crowd
+ Only in the second round

Figure 3: Activities of Logo Design Contest (LDC)
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3. Technical
configuration
- Existing website
to publish tasks,
not perform
tasks

Output

Based on this graphical representation, we observe high adequateness of the model components.
Both representations show strong concordance between the model components and the projects’
activities. Examples include the strong alignment on decision to crowdsource, task design,
workflow design, incentive mechanism, quality control, and partial alignment on crowd
management and technical configuration. Several project sub-activities are also aligned with
the model. However, both cases reveal several additional activities that were necessary to
instantiate the components in practice. Examples include developing a tutorial in the task design
of the CT case, and aggregating results through voting in the workflow design of the LDC case.
Nevertheless, we find a strong alignment between the model components and the two projects,
which suggests high adequateness.
Regarding specifically the interdependencies suggested by the model, the two investigated
projects are also largely aligned, i.e. they generally adopt the sequence of steps from input,
decision to crowdsource, several aspects of crowdsourcing design, configuration, and finally to
output. This alignment is stronger in the LDC case where most components follow the model
sequence. In the CT case, we find strong alignment in the first four components, but some
differences in the relationships among the last three components. More precisely, the last three
were developed in a more iterative way, rather than following a sequential relationship. More
details about the activities’ interdependencies are presented below.
Crowd Tagging (CT)
The CT project started with an input consisting of a large number of pictures to be analysed.
To process these pictures, the project manager decided to adopt crowdsourcing. He stated three
supporting reasons: 1) limited human resources to process the vast amount of data; 2) allowing
wider community to access the collected data; and 3) increasing environmental awareness of
the community. The first reason, which was considered the most important decision factor by
the project manager, examined the lack of internal employees to perform the task (Afuah and
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Tucci 2012; Malone et al. 2010; Thuan et al. 2016). Reason 1 is consistent with the ‘decision
to crowdsource’ model component, while reasons 2 and 3 were specific to the nature of CT as
a citizen science project.
After deciding to crowdsource, the project manager specified the crowdsourcing process itself,
starting with task design. A task description was developed to promote the general aims of the
project and explaining how the task could be fulfilled by the crowd: “this research aims to
evaluate the use of remote cameras to estimate abundances of non-native predators in urban
environments. You will be shown a series of images, taken earlier this year, from various
cameras placed around the Wellington city and asked to identify the animal in the photograph”
[CT, Website]. The task design is consistent with the model component 2A. Besides, we note
the project included a tutorial and a visual explanation of the task, which served to train the
crowd on how to perform the tagging. Such focus on training seems appropriate for this type of
task, and research suggests training the crowd may improve results (Park et al. 2014).
The CT project designed the crowdsourcing workflow through task decomposition. First, the
whole activity was divided into sub-tasks of tagging three pictures, which the project alluded
to as a cluster. This clustering was directly related to how data was collected in the project: “the
camera takes three pictures every time they detect something. Thus, the group of three pictures
helps make the task easier to perform” [CT, Project manager]. The project also divided the
whole set of pictures into three pools: sign-up pool, working pool, and finished pool. The signup pool had 20 clusters (of three related pictures). The ideas was that a user who just signed-up
for tagging would start with this small pool. The tagging work on the sign-up pool would be
scrapped as it served just for gaining experience. After a user finished ten clusters from the
sign-up pool, the website would direct the user to the working pool. This pool includes the
remaining pictures that need to be tagged, and thus is the main working zone. When a cluster
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had been tagged more than three times, it was considered finished and moved to the finished
pool. Repeated tagging (three times) would help increase task quality.
While the task decomposition was quite well organised in the CT case, results aggregation was
not clearly specified by the project and was considered future work by the interviewee. This
model component was missing in the CT project.
Moving to the next component, crowd management included gathering users’ demographic
information and task allocation. CT collected demographic information at sign-up. The project
assessed the task performance based on the sign-up pool, by comparing the users’ tags with
known correct answers. This allows the project making decision whether a user should work
on the sign-up pool for training, or the working pool for actually performing the tasks. Yet,
crowd management in CT is quite preliminary since the project did not build complete user
profiles, which could be done if the project had built a metric to assess user performance.
Since tagging was performed by voluntary users, there was no guarantee that the results would
be of high quality. Quality control is recommended by the model as necessary for projects
similar to the CT case. In fact, two run-time quality control mechanisms were implemented in
the CT project. The first mechanism asked the users directly how confident they were about
tagging in order to identify the reliability level. The second mechanism was based on expert
evaluation after all tags were received from the crowd. The choice of these mechanisms led to
a concern that quality control “heavily depended on one person’s opinions” [CT, Project
manager]. As previously noted, the project did not address the concern and left it to future work.
To attract the crowd, project manager considered both extrinsic and intrinsic incentive
mechanisms. However, he finally decided not to use the former so as he believed the users
would be intrinsically keen enough to contribute to the citizen science project. As a result, the
project was mainly based on intrinsic incentives. Similar to other citizen science projects
(Brabham 2012), CT attracted participants who wished to make an altruistic contribution to
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science; as stated in the website “every image you tag will help us to better understand the
relationships between New Zealand’s invasive mammals and native species” [CT, website].
Regarding technical configuration, the project built a dedicated website to publicize the open
call. This website also functioned as a crowdsourcing platform, managing pools and clusters,
distributing pictures and collecting tags. The decision to develop a dedicated website was that
the project members wanted to have full control over the entire set of crowdsourcing activities.
Logo Design Contest (LDC)
In the LDC case, the decision to crowdsource was based on two main reasons. The first reason
was the ability of the crowd to provide diverse and innovative solutions. “The university has
decided to conduct the open contest to find ideas that are standard [i.e. meeting requirements]
and creative” [LDC, Project manager]. This is consistent with other crowdsourcing cases where
open calls seek unique and innovative ideas (Brabham 2010; Leimeister et al. 2009). A second
influence on the crowdsource decision was to call for designers from both inside and outside
the university. Interestingly, reduced costs (compared to hiring a design expert) was not
considered as an important factor in the decision to crowdsource.
Task design considered the defining of requirements for the logo, terms and conditions to join
the contest, submission deadline, and prizes. Within these elements, the requirements played a
major role as they specified what the solution should look like (Zheng et al. 2011). However, it
seems that task description in LDC did not fully elucidate what had to be done, which led to an
extension of the contest due to several requests to clarify requirements.
The workflow design was an interesting activity in the CT project with two distinctive aspects.
First, while our model suggests task decomposition, the LDC project did not decompose the
task. This can be explained by the nature of the logo design task, which seems difficult to break
down into smaller tasks. Crowdsourcing a whole task has been already adopted in several
design contests. Examples include a bus stop shelter design (Brabham 2012) and T-shirt design
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(Howe 2006). Second, LDC published its workflow description in the open call. According to
the open call, the project workflow consisted of four steps: 1) the crowd submits their solutions
(round 1); 2) a preliminarily evaluation is conducted by the board; 3) based on the board
evaluation, a short-list of submissions is chosen, given feedback, and then re-submissions are
allowed (round 2); and 4) the final submissions are evaluated, voted, ranked, and awarded,
which is referred to as result aggregation in the model. This workflow description provided
transparency to the process by explaining exactly what would happen during the project.
Crowd management was not a focus in the LDC case. The project did not assign tasks to any
specific members or even profiled the crowd. The LDC project only profiled the participants in
the second round, when a subset of submissions was already chosen. This was considered a
project limitation: “the management of crowd information was limited, which may be because
we did not specify rules about providing information” [LDC, Project Coordinator].
To control quality, the LDC project relied on expert evaluation (Zhao and Zhu 2014). In
particular, the Board that aggregated results was also the Board that assessed quality and
provided feedback to the participants. Since the number of submissions was not large (68 in
total), this revealed an effective mechanism. However, the project found a few cheating
submissions that were likely copied from logos of other organisations. These cases were
identified by external experts on the Board, who have long experience with logo design.
The project adopted extrinsic mechanisms to attract the participants, which consisted of
monetary rewards and recognition by the organisation. Like other contests, the monetary
rewards were only provided for the best solutions, which included two creative prizes and one
top winner prize. The creative and top winner prizes were quite valuable, relative to the living
standard in the area, equivalent to one and five month’s salary of a typical office worker,
respectively. Another extrinsic motivation for the participants was that the project announced
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the winners on the university website, which is a recognition motivator (Brabham 2012). Both
types of motivations were clearly aligned with our model.
The technical configuration was rather poor in this project, as it only used the website as a
channel to publish the open call of the contest. Email was used to receive the submissions. This
was because the project members were not aware of existing technology supporting
crowdsourcing contests.
Overall, the two cases suggested the adequacy of the proposed model to describe the project
activities. Adequateness was indicated through the highly matching between the model
components and the project activities. Adequateness was further suggested through the
participant interviews. When we showed graphical representations of the project using the
model, the participants viewed the model to be aligned with their own representations. As one
participant noted, “we may miss some of the points, but we touch all of them [all model
components]” [CT, Project manager].
4.6.2 Perceived Utility of the Model

We analyse the utility of the model based on the interviewees’ perception of how useful it seems
to help planning and running the project. This is mainly based on’ judgements and comments
of project leaders and coordinators. In general, the result from the analysis suggest the model
to be a useful tool for crowdsourcing. This was demonstrated by the following comments.
“I think it will be nice to follow the model. […]. Yes, I want to use the model, following
this flow or at least have something to follow” [CT, Project manager]
“The model is very well constructed and all of its activities should be necessarily for the
project” [LDC, Coordinator]
“As I said, I think this model is totally suitable” [LDC, Project Manager]
Finding the usefulness of the model, these participants were extremely enthusiastic about
applying the model for the future crowdsourcing projects:
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“I think that any future crowdsourcing projects should apply strictly these steps, which
will create better results” [LDC, Coordinator]
“From my opinion, the model can be suitable for many activities that need the resources
from the crowd” [LDC, Project Manager]
Interestingly, we found slightly different views between the project manager and coordinator
roles over what aspects of the model were most useful. For instance, in the LDC case, while the
project manager viewed the model as a tool for making decisions, the project coordinator
instead stressed the role of the model in supporting communication among project members
and in achieving a consensus. These differences suggest the model’s utility was not confined to
one particular role.
In summary, we conducted two case studies evaluating the process model. The results of the
case studies found evidence that the model can represent the key activities of crowdsourcing
projects. Within each project, the model components were demonstrated and instantiated in the
project contexts, although small differences in the instantiation could be found. Furthermore,
we also obtained evidence of the perceived usefulness of the model, inspired by the reception
of the key project informants.

5 DISCUSSION
Multiple efforts conceptualising the crowdsourcing process have been reported in the literature.
Most of them, however, view crowdsourcing processes as one-off activities, which are difficult
to establish and reproduce (Amrollahi 2015). The issue of establishing crowdsourcing as a
repeatable process becomes more pressing, since the crowdsourcing strategy has recently been
integrated with some core organisational processes. This paper introduces a BPC lens on
conceptualising crowdsourcing processes. While the term BPC has been used previously (La
Vecchia and Cisternino 2010), it is this paper that elevates and defines the BPC concept. We
suggest that BPC is best conceptualised as balancing between the business process construct
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and the crowdsourcing construct. Regarding the business process construct, BPC serves as a
template for creating multiple, real life instances of the same crowdsourcing process.
The BPC conceptualisation can only stand with the condition that there are common repeatable
activities of existing crowdsourcing processes. In this research, the condition has been met. Our
scoping review found a set of common activities in crowdsourcing processes, repeatedly
pointed out by multiple knowledge sources (Table 1). These common activities, which have
been supported by other recent reviews (Amrollahi 2015; Hosseini et al. 2015), enable us to
confirm the condition backing the BPC concept. Further, these common activities also suggest
the basic building blocks of BPC.
Using the building blocks identified by the scoping review, we then conceptualised BPC
through a process model. The model, on the one hand, sharpens the BPC concept, using a
process viewpoint that is well known to most organisations. On the other hand, the model
highlights the core repeatable building blocks of BPC. With this focus, the model defines the
abstract structure of BPC while treating new crowdsourcing projects as real life instances of the
same core building blocks (Figure 1). All in all, the proposed process model brings the BPC
concept into a space that is quite distinct from the one-off crowdsourcing endeavours (Lüttgens
et al. 2014; Stol and Fitzgerald 2014).
The evaluation of the BPC process model in two existing crowdsourcing projects allowed us to
test the representation and utility of the proposed model in practical environments. The case
study analysis suggested high adequateness and usefulness of the BPC model in identifying the
main activities of crowdsourcing processes. It can be observed from the results that the BPC
model lays an abstract foundation of how organisations might rationally analyse and manage
crowdsourcing projects. Furthermore, the case study results, to some extent, give insights into
crowdsourcing project activities, which demonstrates how the model can be applied in practice.
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We note however some limitations in the current study. Regarding the build activity, the model
was constructed based on data gathered from a scoping review, and thus eventual limitations of
these sources may also extend to this study (Kitchenham 2007). We partially addressed this
concern by applying the ‘wisdom of researchers’, which is further discussed here to clarify its
role in the current study. Founding on the ‘wisdom of the crowd’, the ‘wisdom of researchers’
holds the following four conditions: diversity, independence, decentralisation, and aggregation,
which collectively allows the crowd to be wiser than an individual expert (Surowiecki 2004).
In particular, we ensured diversity of knowledge by searching sources from eight online
bibliographic databases. Our review was also based on independent sources of knowledge. We
did not restrict the analysis to any particular theory or viewpoint; instead, we allowed the model
to emerge from the extant literature. Decentralisation is a distinctive characteristic of the
crowdsourcing field, which is noted for mixing different research fields (Geiger and Schader
2014). Surowiecki (2004) defined aggregation as a mechanism turning individual opinions into
a final outcome. Such view supports the empirical decision to only select model components
that received support from at least 10 sources. Because all four conditions hold, the application
of the ‘wisdom of researchers’ enabled us to build a model faithfully representing BPC.
Regarding the evaluation by case study, the selection of two case studies could also be
considered as a limitation, since generalisation to a broader context may be difficult. That
applies to every case study. We note however that the generalisation for case studies is
obviously not statistical but analytical one, where our model was used as an analytical
framework for investigating the empirical results of crowdsourcing projects (Rowley 2002).
Because of the characteristics inherent to the case study approach, the model by no means
provides a generalised account of crowdsourcing projects. Rather, it is abstract. This could be
seen via the small differences among the detailed activities mapped in the two investigated
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projects. We note that on the other hand the abstract characteristic of the model is also its
strength, as it can be applied to and adapted in different crowdsourcing project settings.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We began our study with the observation that more and more organisations are adopting
crowdsourcing within their business. Thus, there is a strong need for a model to guide
organisations to establish repeatable crowdsourcing processes (Djelassi and Decoopman 2013;
Lüttgens et al. 2014). Addressing this gap, we developed a model allowing organisations to
structure and manage the main building blocks necessary to establish the crowdsourcing
strategy. We evaluated the model in two existing projects. Results, to a certain extent of
generalisation, indicate the model is useful in identifying and articulating the main
crowdsourcing activities.
From an academic point of view, our study adopted a broad perspective on what activities need
to be considered when planning, designing and instantiating crowdsourcing processes, thus
overcoming the “excessive ad-hoc-ness” criticism found in the crowdsourcing literature
(Geiger and Schader 2014; Man-Ching et al. 2011). Although a few models and frameworks
have already been proposed (Amrollahi 2015; Hetmank 2013), the current study is the first to
both conceptualise and evaluate a BPC model. From a practical point of view, the proposed
model suggests several components that need to be articulated when establishing
crowdsourcing processes. This provides a blueprint for managers and process designers,
guiding them in their crowdsourcing projects.
From a research point of view, our work extends the existing research in three aspects. First,
the model construction was based on a comprehensive review, in terms of number of reviewed
sources. We analysed 238 papers, compared to 39 papers in a model construction by Amrollahi
(2015). Second, we allowed the model components to freely emerge from the literature, which
introduced some new important components: ‘the decision to crowdsource’, ‘workflow design’,
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and ‘task assignment’. Finally, the model was empirically evaluated using a case study
approach. While our case study findings were mainly indicative, they moved forward the
theoretical efforts conceptualising the crowdsourcing process (Amrollahi 2015; Hetmank 2013;
Thuan et al. 2014).
Future work is needed to confirm the utility of the model across different crowdsourcing
contexts. This confirmation can be done using a mix of evaluation techniques. We have also
started developing a decision tool which will operationalise the model and provide further
support to project managers and process designers. This development will contribute to a better
understanding of the model interdependencies and their impact in crowdsourcing projects
(Miah and Gammack 2014). Another interesting future research direction is to consider the
model in the context of crowdsourcing instantiation, and in particular integration with existing
crowdsourcing platforms. Although the model captures the main activities of crowdsourcing
processes, it would be interesting to further study how the model could be used to automate
process instantiations in specific crowdsourcing platforms. Giachetti (2004), for example,
suggests four levels of focus related to such integration, which comprehend business processes,
applications, data, and networks. Thus, future research should provide further detail about the
model regarding information structures, data structures, and technical structures.
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